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SUMMARY

Protein transfer into nanoscale compartments is critical for many
cellular/life processes, yet there are few reports on how compart-
ment properties impact the protein orientation during a transfer.
Such a knowledge gap limits a deeper understanding of the protein
transfer mechanism, which could be bridged using nanoporous ma-
terials. Here, we use a mesoporous silica, a covalent organic frame-
work, and a metal-organic framework with charged, hydrophobic,
and neutral surfaces, respectively, to elucidate the impact of chan-
nel properties on the transfer of a model protein, lysozyme. Using
site-directed spin labeling and time-resolved electron paramagnetic
resonance spectroscopy, we reveal that the transfer can be a multi-
step process depending on channel properties and depict the
relative orientation changes of lysozyme upon transfer into each
channel. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first structural
insight into protein orientation upon transfer into different com-
partments, meaningful for the rational design of synthetic materials
to host enzymes or mimic the cellular compartments.
1Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry,
North Dakota State University, Fargo, ND 58102,
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2Department of Chemistry, University of South
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INTRODUCTION

Protein transfer into artificial or cellular/native compartments with nanoscale dimen-

sions is essential for both fundamental protein research1–6 and several cellular pro-

cesses.7–12 In particular, loading enzymes into synthetic mesoporous materials is

essential for enzyme confinement that improves biocatalysis5 and understanding

fundamental protein structure/dynamics under spatial confinement.6,13,14 In cells,

transferring proteins into chaperones is critical for protein folding and chaperone-as-

sisted protein sorting/translocation.15,16 Furthermore, protein transfer into ‘‘protein-

conducting’’ channels17–21 is the first step of protein translocation among cellular

organelles8–12,22–34 and is relevant to several genetic diseases or peroxisomal

disorders.35,36 Understanding the mechanism of protein transfer is therefore critical

for guiding the rational design of compartments that minimize protein alteration

during translocation or therapeutics targeting protein translocation failures.37–42
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Although exciting, current progress on protein transfer research has been mainly

focused on constructing novel mesoporous compartments,43–45 revealing the

driving force of protein transfer into compartments, and understanding the conse-

quences of the transfer.35,36,46,47 A fundamentally important aspect, changes in pro-

tein structure and relative orientation upon transfer into a compartment, is often

missing, which prevents revealing the cause of potential protein alteration or dam-

age during a transfer. Of particular importance is protein orientation because it de-

pends on the contact between specific protein regions/residues and compartment;
Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100576, September 22, 2021 ª 2021 The Authors.
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such interaction can initialize/assist in protein loading and induce the needed struc-

tural changes to facilitate the transfer. Protein orientation is also essential for their

functionality/catalytic activity because protein activity is dependent on not only

the amount of available proteins but also how efficiently a protein can recognize

the correct substrate, bind to it, and re-orient to expose the active site so that effi-

cient contact between the substrate and the active site is reached. For a protein im-

mobilized on a solid material, protein orientation with respect to the surface of the

channels is critical for substrate access to the active site. An improper orientation (i.e.

those partially bury the active site) will directly lead to reduced catalytic activity.

Probing protein orientation changes during transfer requires knowledge on protein

regions that contact the compartment in real time. Furthermore, due to the hetero-

geneity in native compartments,48 it is more important to reveal how compartment

properties influence protein orientation upon transfer into a compartment. Gener-

ally, the contact regions are dependent on protein-compartment interactions,49–55

which may be predicted computationally. However, experimental validation is al-

ways required. Probing protein orientation upon transfer in cells is even formidable,

if not impossible,48,56–58 due to the difficulty in directing a protein to be transferred

into a cellular compartment. In vitro reconstruction of cellular channels is also not

ideal due to the lack of control in channel properties59 and the difficulty in providing

the complicated molecular interactions to form the channel. Although protein trans-

fer to inorganic materials has been investigated,1,2,60 monitoring protein orientation

upon loading into these compartments is challenging due to the lack of proper pro-

tein-probing techniques that are immune of the compartment backgrounds.

Furthermore, most of the artificial materials, including silica mesoporous materials

and active carbon,61 have heterogeneous pore sizes13,62–66 and are thus not ideal

for understanding the impact of channel properties on the transfer. Recent advances

in metal-organic framework/covalent organic framework (MOF/COF) research offer

an opportunity to construct artificial nanoscale channels with tunable and uniform

geometry and hydrophobicity, making MOFs/COFs preferential platforms for prob-

ing protein transfer.45,67–72 Also, many biological channels are often on the order of

a few nanometers in diameter, close to the size of theMOF/COF channels.17–19 How-

ever, the background signals of MOFs/COFs can still complicate data interpretation

of most protein-probing approaches. Protein interaction in narrow spaces such as

chaperone cavities can be probed by NMR;73–76 however, the orientation changes

of protein translocation into narrow spaces remain elusive. Site-directed spin label-

ing (SDSL) in combination with electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectros-

copy77,78 has been proven effective in probing protein structural information in

porous materials including MOFs/COFs,49,61,79 regardless of the background inter-

ference. Furthermore, time-resolved EPR is available that is suitable for monitoring

the transfer process.

In this contribution, the orientation changes of a model protein, T4 phage lysozyme

(T4L), upon loading into a series of nanoscale channels are explored. T4L has been

extensively studied using SDSL-EPR.80,81 Six solvent-exposable T4L sites scanning

through key regions of T4L are spin labeled, one at a time, in order to probe the

contact region of T4L during the transfer. To probe the effects of channel surface onpro-

tein transfer (while leaving the impact of diameter as our ongoing work), three channels

with a similar size but different surfaces were selected (Figure 1A): COF-ETTA-TPDA

(ETTA: 4,4’,4’’,4’’’-(ethene-1,1,2,2-tetrayl)tetraaniline; TPDA: [1,1’:4’,1’’-terphenyl]-

4,4’’-dicarbaldehyde (�4.5 nm; hydrophobic interaction with T4L),82 Mobil Composi-

tion of Matter No. 41 (�4.5 nm; electrostatic interaction), and Porous Coordination

Network 128 (�4.6 nm; near-neutral surface).83,84 These channels have a diameter
2 Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100576, September 22, 2021



Figure 1. A summary of the experimental design of this work

(A) Schematic illustration of the structures of the three porous materials involved in this study.

(B) Principles of using time-resolved EPR spectroscopy to monitor protein loading and relative

orientation in real time. The protein is labeled at a surface site (green dot); during a transfer, the

labeled site can contact the channel (orange star) or hang out from the channel surface (blue dot).

(Inset) The EPR signal of a spin label on a protein that is free in solution (green), upon adsorption to

the surface of a channel (blue), and upon contact with a channel (orange) will result in different line

shapes. During a transfer process, all three cases can co-exist, resulting a complex EPR spectrum

with multiple spectral components. Over time, the non-contact component decreases (light blue

shade), while the contact component increases (gray shade), indicating the transfer of protein into

the channels.
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that is slightly larger than T4L (23 3 3 4.5 nm), which allows the transfer to occur. The

transfer of each labeled T4L mutant into each channel is monitored in real time, which

reveals different loading steps among different materials (Figure 1B). Moreover, on

the same channel, differences in the loading profile are observed among different

labeled sites, suggesting preference in contact region, which reveals protein orientation

at each step. Taken together, a molecular mechanism is proposed for T4L upon transfer

into each channel. To our best knowledge, this is the first experimental report of the

impact of confinement properties on the orientation changes of proteins upon transfer

into nanoscale compartments. This knowledge serves as the structural basis of under-

standing how different cellular confinement properties select proteins and affect their

transfer. This knowledge can also serve as the basic criteria of the effectiveness of devel-

oping artificial compartments to mimic the sophisticated cellular compartments, gener-

ating the excitement of using cell-free platforms to study the complicated cellular pro-

cesses. Our results highlight the significance of using tunable, uniform, nanoscale

synthetic materials to systematically investigate the interaction of artificial channels

with biomolecules, elucidating the rational design of artificial compartments to mimic

protein translocation processes in nature.

RESULTS

Synthesis and characterization of materials

MCM-41 and other chemical supplies were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. MCM-41

was carefully chosen so that only the product with an�4.5G 0.25 nm average diam-

eter was purchased. PCN-128 and COF-ETTA-TPDA were synthesized according to

the literature82–84 and confirmed as shown in the Supplemental information (SI;

Scheme S1; Figures S1 and S2). Six surface sites of T4L (Figure 2A) were mutated
Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100576, September 22, 2021 3



Figure 2. Protein transfer into hydrophobic channels

(A) Six surface sites of T4L selected for probing protein orientation during protein transfer and schematic illustration of protein SDSL. The labeled sites

are shown in green spheres, whereas the labeling reagent is in green as well. The cone of a label is highlighted in red. The resultant spin-labeled side

chain is designated as ‘‘R1.’’

(B and C) Representative time-resolved CW EPR data on 44R1 and 65R1. Control_1 and Control_2 are free T4L in solution (green trace) and upon

immobilization to Sepharose beads (no contact with the labeled sites, green dotted traces). The data at different time points are indicated by the time

between (B) and (C).

(D) The relative population of T4L variants that contact the COF-ETTA-TPDA surface over 48 h as determined from spectral simulations. Different

labeling sites are color coded. Two major steps of loading kinetics are highlighted in gray and blue shades. Different labeled sites are colored according

to the inset. Error bars include the uncertainties over three repeated measurements at each data point and that from spectral simulations.

(E) Amplification of the first 1 h of (D) that highlights the relative preference of different labeled sites to be adsorbed to COF-ETTA-TPDA surfaces. Error

bars include the uncertainties over three repeated measurements at each data point and that from spectral simulations. Different labeled sites are

colored according to the inset.

(F–I) Four scenarios that describe the relative population of the ‘‘contact’’ fraction changes over time. Green: a label on a protein without contact any

surface. Star: the labeled site contacts COF-ETTA-TPDA surface. The real trace of contact percentage over time for each mutant shown in the main text

is a combination of any of the four simplified cases.
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to cysteines, one at a time, to cover the key regions of T4L surface. Each mutant was

then labeled with a methanethiosulfonate nitroxide via a disulfide bond (Fig-

ure 2A).77 After labeling, all six variants were subjected for electrophoresis gel, cir-

cular dichroism (CD), and lysozyme activity assay to confirm that themutation did not

alter themolecular weight, secondary structure, and function of the protein (see Sup-

plemental experimental procedures and Figures S3–S5). Also, the continuous wave

(CW) EPR spectra of all variants in buffer and upon immobilization to a solid surface

were acquired. The resultant spectra shown in Figure S6 were consistent with those
4 Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100576, September 22, 2021
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reported in the literature81,85–87 where the mutation and labeling were confirmed,

indicating the success of SDSL to our model protein.

Protein transfer into hydrophobic channels

The principles to determine the relative orientation changes of T4L upon transfer

into a channel using time-resolved CW EPR are as follows. CW EPR is sensitive to

the local dynamics and therefore contact of T4L-labeled side chain with the chan-

nel.77 Free protein in buffer results in a sharp spectrum due to the fast protein

tumbling (Figure 1B, green); upon adsorption to a channel (but the label does not

contact channel surfaces) wherein protein rotational tumbling is restricted, a broader

spectrum is resolved (Figure 1B, blue). These two cases often result in overlapped

spectral components that are designated as the non-contact (‘‘nc’’) component in

this work. When the labeled site contacts the channel, the highly restricted motion

leads to a more broadened spectrum that differs from the nc component (desig-

nated as the contact [‘‘c’’] component; Figure 1B, orange). During protein transfer,

all three cases can be present with varied relative populations over time, leading

to heterogeneous spectra with multiple components at each time point; spectral

analysis based on first principal theories (Figure S7) can deconvolute the relative

population of the ‘‘c’’ versus the ‘‘nc’’ spectral components (Figure 1B, right). There-

fore, by monitoring the relative population of the two components, it is possible to

plot the amount of protein mutants adsorbed by and in contact with a channel (the

profile of the ‘‘c’’ component) in real time. Moreover, by revealing the differences

among different labeled sites (while confirming that labeling at varied sites does

not affect the overall adsorption), the probability of each residue to contact the

channel at each loading step will be discovered, leading to protein orientation at

each step of a transfer process.

To carry out the time-resolved EPR study, at room temperature, �0.2 nmol (2 mL,

1 mM) of each labeled T4L mutant was mixed with �0.2 mg of COF-ETTA-TPDA

in 20 mL of HEPES buffer (50 mM, pH 7.2) in an EPR capillary. Next, the spectra

were acquired at 16 time points immediately after the mixing (only data at 5 min,

10 min, 30 min, 1 h, 2 h, 4 h, 24 h, and 48 h are shown for conciseness). Representa-

tive time-resolved spectra are shown in Figures 2B and 2C (for full dataset, see Fig-

ure S8). In each spectrum, two components are resolved (see the low-field region;

the ‘‘c’’ and ‘‘nc’’ regions/components are highlighted in gray and blue shades,

respectively), with the ‘‘c’’ spectral intensity increased and the ‘‘nc’’ component

decreased over time, indicating that the labeled mutant is gradually transferred

into the channel.

To quantitatively reveal the loading profile of each variant, spectral simulations were

carried out using the established algorithm.88 The details of the fitting procedure

and key parameters are shown in Tables S1–S3, while the quality of simulation is

shown by the representative fittings of 44R1 and 65R1 (typical examples of a ‘‘rapid’’

and ‘‘slow’’ initial adsorption, respectively; see below) in Figure S9. The relative per-

centage of the ‘‘c’’ component for each variant as a function of time is plotted in Fig-

ure 2D and amplified in Figure 2E. Overall, a rapid increase in the ‘‘c’’ component is

observed within 10–30 min (Figure 2E, gray block), followed by a shallow increase

thereafter (Figure 2D, blue block). The two distinct rates of increase in the ‘‘c’’

component can be rationalized into two steps of protein transfer: a rapid protein

adsorption to COF-ETTA-TPDA surface and a slow protein entrance into the chan-

nels of COF-ETTA-TPDA. The first step is rapid because of the hydrophobic interac-

tion between COF-ETTA-TPDA and T4L, whereas the second step is slow because of

the steric hindrance. In particular, all labeled sites except 65 and 72 showed a strong
Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100576, September 22, 2021 5
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adsorption (>40% of ‘‘c’’) within 30 min of contact (Figure 2E), indicating strong in-

teractions between these four labeled sites and COF-ETTA-TPDA surfaces. Sites

65 and 72 showed the least preference to adsorb, likely because of the lack of aro-

matic residues surrounding these two sites (Figure S10A). Next, up to 48 h, a very

slow increase in the ‘‘c’’ fraction is observed for all sites, in reasonable agreement

with the loading time of enzymes into COF materials.89 At 48 h, the ‘‘c’’ fraction of

each labeled site also indicates that 65R1 and 72R1 have the lowest chance to con-

tact the channels.

From 1 to 48 h (Figure 2D, blue shade), 65, 72, and 118 showed increased ‘‘c’’ frac-

tions, whereas other curves fluctuated or even slightly decreased, indicating a

protein site that contacts the channel surface could be detached over time while still

being trapped in the channel. Or, the protein inside the channel can change its orien-

tation over time. This finding can be rationalized based on four simplified protein

transfer scenarios (Figures 2F–2I). In scenario I, if the labeled site contacts both the

surface and the channel of COF (Figure 2F), the ‘‘c’’ component increases upon mix-

ing and remains constant until all proteins enter. In scenario II, if the labeled site only

contacts COF surface, but not the channel, after entering the channel (Figure 2G), the

‘‘c’’ component increases uponmixing, but decreases once settled down in the chan-

nel. In scenario III, if the labeled site does not contact either the surface or the channel

of COF (Figure 2H), the ‘‘c’’ component remains 0. In scenario IV, if the labeled site

does not contact the surface, but contacts the channel (Figure 2I), the ‘‘c’’ component

remains 0 at the beginning of the transfer, but slowly increases upon entering the

channel. In reality, all four scenarios can occur simultaneously; the contribution

from each scenario can be different depending on the labeled sites. If scenario II oc-

curs with a high probability, the ‘‘c’’ percentage would decrease over time.

To demonstrate that the observed adsorption is originated from enzyme loading into

the channel (but not on the surface) of COF-ETTA-TPDA, two control experiments

were carried out. First, the wild-type lysozyme (with no spin label) was ‘‘pre-loaded’’

to saturate COF-ETTA-TPDA (most likely both the surface and the pores of COF-

ETTA-TPDA are blocked). Next, a representative site, 65R1, was mixed with this

pre-filled COF, followed by immediate monitoring of the EPR signal. The time-

resolved EPR data show a constant ‘‘nc’’ component and hardly noticeable ‘‘c’’

peak over time (Figure S11A). This finding suggests no T4L adsorption once the chan-

nels and surfaceofCOF-ETTA-TPDAwere filled upwith aprotein. Second,weutilized

a large protein, a-amylase, to block the surface of COF-ETTA-TPDA, but not the

channel (the amylase is �54 kDa and much larger in size than the channel diameter),

so that T4L can only enter the channels, but there is no surface adsorption. Upon con-

firming that T4L does not interact with a-amylase (mixture of a-amylase and labeled

T4L resulted in the same spectra as Figure S6, left; data not shown). The data shown in

Figure S12 confirmed this expectation. Specifically, due to surface blockage, it took

about 4 h for the similar amount of 151R1 ‘‘c’’ component (Figure S12B) to raise to the

level of the ‘‘c’’ peak at 5 min without surface blockage (Figure S12A). Such a slow in-

crease in the ‘‘c’’ peak indicates that the rapid surface adsorption observed in Figures

2D and2Edisappeared. This is because the surfaces havebeen saturatedby the large

amylase and T4L only enters the channels in a much lower rate. These two controls

together with our recent studies49 on protein loading into other COFs unambigu-

ously suggest that the observed change in the ‘‘c’’ EPR component was originated

from T4L entering the channel of COF-ETTA-TPDA.

To prove the difference in the loading profiles among different mutants are origi-

nated from differences in protein regions that contact the COF surface (but not
6 Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100576, September 22, 2021
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caused by R1 side chain and variation in labeling position), we carried out adsorption

studies of different spin-labeled mutants using ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) spectros-

copy, which solely detects the amount of free protein in the supernatant, leading

to loading profiles. As shown in Figure S13A, the adsorption profiles of two repre-

sentative mutants, 65R1 and 151R1, are nearly identical to that of the wild-type pro-

tein. This suggests that the differences in time-resolved CW EPR spectra are not

caused by R1 length or different labeling position. Rather, they are caused by

different protein orientation at different stages of the transfer.

We also ruled out the possibility of spin label (radical) degradation by protein

desorption or aggregation, which may also cause line shape changes. In doing so,

we investigated the spin density of each labeled mutant over time. The double-inte-

grated area of the spectrum at each time point remains near constant through the

whole titration process (Figure S14A), suggesting no radical degradation. Note

that the ‘‘c’’ peak is unlikely to be originated from protein-protein interactions within

the same channel, because such a peak is not present in T4L solutions under very

high protein concentrations (data identical to Figure S6, left panel; data not shown).

Taken together, the time-resolved EPR data observed on this COF are originated

from protein transfer into the COF channels; the changes in the population of the

‘‘c’’ component are not a result of pure protein adsorption or protein-protein inter-

action, but the contact of the labeled sites with the channel.

Protein transfer into charged channels

Under neutral pH and room temperature, T4L surface has a positive net charge (iso-

electric point [pI] � 9.2), while MCM-41 is weakly negatively charged and thus can

induce protein transfer driven by electrostatic interactions. To probe this process,

�2 nmol (2 mL, 1 mM) of each labeled T4L was mixed with �0.2 mg of MCM-41 in

20 mL of HEPES buffer (50 mM, pH 7.2) in an EPR capillary. Next, the time-resolved

EPR spectra were acquired at the same time points (for example data, see Figures 3A

and 3B; for full dataset, see Figure S15). Similar to the COF-ETTA-TPDA case, over

time, the ‘‘c’’ spectral component is increased, while the ‘‘nc’’ component is

decreased, indicating the gradual entrance of each variant into the channel. All

spectra were then simulated, and the resultant plot of the ‘‘c’’ percentage as a func-

tion of time is shown in Figures 3C and 3D for all labeled sites. The quality of fitting is

presented in Figure S16 on representative mutants and time points.

Compared with the COF-ETTA-TPDA case, the transfer into MCM-41 shows 3 steps:

a rapid increase in the ‘‘c’’ component in the beginning 5–10min (Figures 3C and 3D,

gray shade), a slow increase from 30 min to �4 h (Figures 3C and 3D, yellow shade),

and a much shallower increase/fluctuation until 48 h (Figure 3C). The first step is

likely caused by the strong, long-range electrostatic interaction between T4L and

MCM-41, which rapidly adsorbs some proteins to the surface (5–10 min). Next,

more proteins begin to ‘‘stack’’ on the outer layers (which can increase the ‘‘contact’’

population due to protein-protein ‘‘contact’’), similar to our recent study;90 mean-

while, proteins slowly enter the channels during ‘‘stacking.’’ Finally, most stacked

proteins enter the channel.

Similar to the COF-ETTA-TPDA case, the rate of increase in the ‘‘c’’ fraction in each

step is dependent on the labeled sites. From 0 to10 min, 118R1, 44R1, and 131R1

show the most rapid increase in the ‘‘c’’ fraction (Figure 3D, purple triangles, black

squares, and green diamonds represent these sites, respectively), likely because

these sites are mostly surrounded by positive residues (Figure S10B, top; blue
Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100576, September 22, 2021 7



Figure 3. Protein transfer into charged channels

(A and B) Representative time-resolved CW EPR data on 44R1 and 65R1. Control_1 and Control_2 are free T4L in solution (green trace) and upon

immobilization to Sepharose beads (green dotted trace).

(C) The relative population of the proteins that contact the MCM-41 surface over 48 h as determined from spectral simulations. Three major steps of

loading kinetics are highlighted in gray, yellow, and blue shades, respectively. Different labeled sites are colored according to the inset.

(D) Amplification of the first 4 h of (C) that highlights the relative preference of different labeled sites to be adsorbed to MCM-41 surfaces. Error bars

indicate the uncertainties at each data point. Different labeled sites are colored according to the inset.

(E–J) Six scenarios that describe the relative population of the ‘‘contact’’ fraction changes over time. Green: a label on a protein without contact any

surface. Star: the labeled site contacts proteins in the outer layers of the multiplex adsorption or MCM-41 surfaces. The real trace of contact percentage

over time for each mutant shown in the main text can be a combination of any of the six simplified cases.
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represents positive residues) that can strongly interact with the negative MCM-41

surface. 72R1 is surrounded by both positive and negative residues (Figure S10B,

bottom) and shows medium increase in the ‘‘c’’ fraction (Figure 3D, blue triangles).

65R1 is mostly surrounded by negative residues (Figure S10B, yellow arrow),

whereas 151R1 is likely blocked by steric hindrance (Figure S10B, orange arrow), re-

sulting in the lowest increase in the ‘‘c’’ fraction (Figure 3D, red circles and gray tri-

angles, respectively). From 10 min to 4 h, almost every site shows a similar slope of

increase in the ‘‘c’’ fraction (Figure 3D, yellow shade), consistent with random protein

orientations during stacking (which resulted in a crowding effect to the involved pro-

teins).90 From 4 to 48 h, the ‘‘c’’ fraction fluctuates depending on the labeled site,

meaning the protein may change its orientation (‘‘c’’ regions) over time inside of

the channel. The ‘‘c’’ fraction of each labeled site at 48 h follows the same trend of

the first step, indicating that the final orientation preference also follows 118R1,

44R1, and 131R1 having more chance to contact the channel walls.

The fluctuation or decrease in the ‘‘c’’ fraction in 4–48 h (i.e., Figure 3C, purple) can

be understood following six simplified transfer scenarios. Depending on whether the
8 Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100576, September 22, 2021
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labeled site contacts the MCM-41 surface, the fraction of the ‘‘c’’ component in the

first 10 min can remain 0 or rapidly increase (Figures 3E–3J, gray shades). From

30 min to �4 h, depending on whether the labeled site contacts on MCM surface

or other proteins from the outer layers of the stacking, the fraction of the ‘‘c’’ compo-

nent can remain 0 or slowly increase (Figures 3E–3J, yellow shades). Last, from 4 to

48 h, depending on whether the labeled mutant contacts the channels of MCM-41

and the status after the second step, the ‘‘c’’ fraction can increase, retain, or decrease

(Figures 3E–3J, blue shades). In reality, all six scenarios can occur simultaneously; the

contribution from each scenario can be different depending on the labeled sites. If

scenarios II or IV occur with a higher population (Figures 3F and 3H), the ‘‘c’’ fraction

would decrease over time. We are aware that some scenarios can result in a similar

model (that is Figure 2F versus Figure 3E or Figure 2H versus Figure 3J). The key to

discriminate these two cases is the number of transition stages/phases/steps: a two-

step transition would be consistent with Figure 2F/Figure 2H, whereas a three-step

transition indicates the model of Figure 3E/Figure 3J).

To prove the observed adsorption is originated from enzyme loading into the chan-

nels (but not the surface) of MCM-41, two control experiments were carried out.

First, we saturated the MCM-41 with the unlabeled wild-type T4L before the EPR

study (designated as ‘‘pre-filled MCM-41’’), which should block the surface and

the channels of the compartment. Next, a time-resolved CW EPR study was carried

out on labeled protein mutants. Our EPR data (Figure S11B) show almost no change

in the ‘‘c’’ peak over time, indicating both surface and channels of MCM-41 were

blocked. Second, similar to the COF case, we utilized a-amylase to block the surface

of MCM-41, but not the channels. The data in Figure S17 show a very slow increase in

the ‘‘c’’ peak for the representative site, 151R1, indicating that the rapid surface

adsorption (Figures 3C and 3D) is absent. T4L only enters the channels of MCM-

41. These controls suggest the three-step adsorption discussed above is originated

from enzyme entering the channels of MCM-41.

To rule out the effect of spin label size and rigidity on the loading kinetics, we carried

out UV-vis study. As shown in Figure S13B, the adsorption profiles of representative

mutants are nearly identical to that of the wild-type protein. This suggests that the

differences in time-resolved CWEPR spectra are not caused by R1 length or different

labeling position. Also, the differences are not caused by spin label radical degrada-

tion over time due to protein desorption or aggregation because the integrated area

of the spectrum at each time point remains near identical through the whole titration

process (Figure S14B). Thus, the time-resolved EPR data observed on MCM-41 are

originated from protein transfer into the MCM-41 channels; the changes in the ‘‘c’’

component are not caused by pure protein adsorption or protein-protein interac-

tion, but by the contact of the labeled sites with the channel.

The ‘‘stacking’’ of proteins on the MCM-41 surface was further supported by trans-

mission electron microscopy (TEM), x-potential measurements, attenuated total

reflectance Fourier transform infrared spectrometry (ATR-FTIR), and UV absorption.

TEM images shown in Figure S19 indicate that upon protein loading, a layer of

‘‘cloud’’ was coated on the surface of MCM-41, which can be removed upon exten-

sive washing. This indicate the presence of proteins stacking out on MCM-41. The

surface charge of MCM-41 upon protein mixing rapidly increased (due to the posi-

tive net charge of protein), suggesting the protein stacking outside of the channel

(but not inside, which would otherwise result in a more negative surface charge; Fig-

ure S20). The ATR-FTIR reported the presence of proteins on the surface of MCM-41

as indicated by presence of protein characteristic peaks (Figure S21). Last, the rapid
Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100576, September 22, 2021 9
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loading of protein determined by UV suggested the rapid adsorption of protein to

MCM-41 (Figure S13B). Because of the steric hindrance of the channels, the rapid

adsorption of protein onMCM-41more likely suggests a stacking process consistent

with our recent finding.83

Protein transfer into near-neutral channels

At room temperature, �2 nmol (2 mL, 1 mM) of each labeled T4L was mixed with

�0.2 mg of PCN-128 in 20 mL of HEPES buffer (50 mM, pH 7.2) in an EPR capillary.

Time-resolved spectra were acquired at the same time points as before (for repre-

sentative data, see Figures 4A and 4B). Similar to the two cases above, overtime,

the ‘‘c’’ component is increased, while the ‘‘nc’’ component is decreased, indicating

the gradual transfer of each variant into the channel.

The spectra were simulated as described above, which also yielded a plot of the ‘‘c’’

component as a function of time (for example data, see Figure 4C). Different from

the two cases discussed above, overall, a much slower increase rate of the ‘‘c’’

component was observed for most labeled sites. This can be rationalized to the

much weaker interaction between T4L and the PCN-128 channel; the transfer is

mostly dependent on the free diffusion of protein in solution. Furthermore, most

labeled sites showed similar ‘‘protein-channel contact’’ versus time profiles, indi-

cating that all regions can have comparable chance to contact the PCN-128 channel

during transfer (Figure 4C). Or, there is minimal orientation selectivity during such a

transfer.

To ensure the observed adsorption is originated from enzyme loading into the chan-

nel (but not on the outer surface) of PCN-128, we saturated the surface and channels

of PCN-128 with the wild-type lysozyme (no label attached) and monitored the EPR

signal over time using a labeled lysozyme mutant. Our time-resolved EPR data show

no change over time in both the ‘‘c’’ and ‘‘nc’’ components (for representative data,

see Figure S11C). This finding suggests no protein adsorption once PCN-128 was

filled up with a small protein. Second, we utilized a-amylase to block the surface

of PCN-128. The data were similar to those without such a blockage (close to Fig-

ure 4C; data not shown), indicating that blocking the surface does not affect the

slow transfer of the protein into this neutral channel. Similar to the MCM-41 case,

the UV study of pure adsorption (Figure S13C) and integrated area study (Fig-

ure S14C) suggest that the data we observed were caused by protein transfer into

the PCN-128 channel with a random orientation.

Complementary data to support the transfer of protein into the channels

To further support our observation of protein transfer into the channels, we have

conducted a time-resolved N2 absorption experiment (see Figure S25). As is evident

from the data (Table S4), the porous volume of all three channels was gradually

reduced upon protein uptake. In addition, we have conducted energy-dispersive

X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) (Figure S26), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) (Fig-

ure S27), powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) (Figure S28), and scanning electron micro-

scopy (SEM) (Figure S29) experiments. The EDX study on protein@COF-ETTA-TPDA

indicated the wt % of sulfur increased from 0% (0 min) to 0.18% G 0.04% at 30 min,

0.36% G 0.09% at 60 min, and 0.45% G 0.06% at 1 day. Similarly, EDX on pro-

tein@MCM-41 indicated the wt % of sulfur increased from 0% (0 min) to 0.11% G

0.06% at 30 min, 0.75% G 0.04% at 60 min, and 1.04% G 0.13% at 1 day (represen-

tative data are shown in Figure S26). These data indicated the gradual entrance of

protein into our channels. In addition, TGA data before and after protein loading

(Figure S27) clearly demonstrated the entrance of protein into each channel,
10 Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100576, September 22, 2021



Figure 4. Protein transfer into neutral channels

(A and B) Representative time-resolved CW EPR data on 65R1 and 151R1. EPR data at different time

points are indicated by the time between (A) and (B).

(C) The relative population of the representative protein mutants (65, black; 151, red) that contact

the PCN-128 surface over 48 h as determined from spectral simulations. Error bars indicate the

uncertainties at each data point.
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whereas PXRD data (Figure S28) showed that protein loading did not alter the crys-

tallinity of the channels. SEM images (Figure S29) indicate that protein loading did

not affect the morphology of the channels.
DISCUSSION

We believe the forces driven the observed protein transfer are related to protein size

and surface charge distribution. To evaluate the effect of protein size, we used the
Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100576, September 22, 2021 11
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large, rigid protein glucose oxidase (GOx, 80 kDa; �6.0 3 5.2 3 7.7 nm dimension;

in solution, GOx is a dimer, so the actual size is even larger). Although the enzyme in

solution is fully active (Figure S22, black), loading the enzyme into the compartments

showed no activity but just a baseline (only data fromMCM-41 are shown as a repre-

sentative case of ‘‘no activity,’’ indicating no protein transfer into the channels due to

the large size of the GOx).

To evaluate the effects of protein surface on the transfer process, we modified our

model protein, T4L, with the flexible, near-neutral polymer polyethylene glycol

(PEG), due to its softness, which may allow protein entrance to mesopores, as well

as its neutral charge, which alters protein surface charge (for full characterization,

see our recent work91). Our EPR data, shown in Figure S23A, indicate very slow

loading of PEG-T4L into PCN-128, suggesting that PEG blocks the protein entrance

if only diffusion is the driving force of protein loading. In addition, PEG-T4L is able to

enter COF-ETTA-TPDA, as indicated by the increase in the population of the ‘‘c’’

component over time shown in Figure S23B. The rate of loading is much slower

than that of free T4L, likely due to the enlarged size. However, due to the presence

of hydrophobic interaction, PEG-T4L is able to overcome the size hindrance (also

due to the softness of the PEG chain) and enter the channels. Last, we observe

very slow entrance of PEG-T4L into MCM-41 (Figure S23C). This indicates that the

electrostatic interaction is suppressed, likely by the coating the neutral PEG on pro-

tein surface; otherwise, the attractive interactions would pull the protein into the

pores, as in the case of COF-ETTA-TPDA.

We also monitored the loading of a negatively charged small protein, lipase. The

loading profile was determined via confocal fluorescence imaging. The results (Fig-

ure S24) indicated that although it is not impossible for lipase to enter MCM-41, the

rate of entrance was much slower than that of the positively charged lysozyme,

further confirming the hypothesis that electrostatic interaction is the driving force

of lysozyme entrance into MCM-41.

In this work, we selected three channels with different surface charge and hydropho-

bicity distribution to investigate the overall effects of channel surface properties on

and the roles of protein surface charge and hydrophobicity in protein orientation

changes during a translocation. We are fully aware that differences in MOF/COF

channel charges can also play important roles for T4L transfer, which is indeed the

next steps of our ongoing research. The results mentioned above indicate that chan-

nel properties have a major impact on the orientation selectivity during protein

loading/transfer. For a negatively charged channel, i.e. MCM-41, the strong, long-

range, electrostatic interactions rapidly adsorb the protein regions that are surround

by positive residues (Figures S10B and S10C), yielding an orientation preference

shown in Figure 5A, top panel. Next, a randomly oriented protein stacking occurs

(Figure 5A, bottom left panel), followed by the settling down of proteins with a

similar orientation preference as in step 1 (Figure 5A, bottom right panel). For a hy-

drophobic channel, that is COF-ETTA-TPDA, the first step driven by the hydropho-

bic interactions prefers to orient the protein so that regions with abundant aromatic

residues contact the channel surface (Figure 5B, top panel; Figure S10A). Once

entered the channel, a similar trend was resolved wherein the protein regions with

more aromatic residuesmore likely contact the walls inside of the channel (Figure 5B,

bottom right panel). For a near-neutral channel, that is PCN-128, the diffusion-driven

protein transfer occurs with a gradual loading of protein into the channels in long du-

rations. Protein orientation inside of the channel is most likely random (Figure 5C).

Overall, our data suggest that protein orientation in each stage of transfer into
12 Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100576, September 22, 2021



Figure 5. Protein orientations at each step of transfer into different channels

(A–C) The proposed protein transfer mechanisms into a weakly charged (A), hydrophobic (B), and

near-neutral (C) channel. The relative orientation of protein at each loading stage is determined

based on the preference of each labeled site contacting the surface. The approximate timeline of

each step is also shown. Symbol ‘‘>’’ indicates the relative orientation preference.
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each channel follows the dominant interactions between the protein and channel.

Although the sample volume is relatively low (�20 mL), the gaps among different

channels (ca. micrometer scale) are much larger than the size of the protein (2.5 3

3 3 4.5 nm). Thus, the small sample volume is not anticipated to influence the diffu-

sion/transfer of the protein into the channels. Note that due to the small area and the

identical chemical composition of the ‘‘mouth’’ of the channels compared with the

lateral surfaces, it is impossible to discriminate protein contacts with the mouth

from the surfaces. It is possible that proteins adsorbed to the external surface can

slide along the surface to enter the channel. However, such sliding most likely

does not change the protein orientation with respect to the channel surface and

thus, cannot be detected from our EPR technique. Also note that all three particles

(Figure S29) are 100–1,000 times larger than the protein (a few nanometers). There-

fore, the chance for T4L protein to contact each particle by collision/diffusion is likely

similar and, because of this fact, we believe the particle size plays a less important

role for the uptake of the smaller protein compared with other properties such as

channel surface charge and hydrophobicity.
Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100576, September 22, 2021 13
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Because of the complexities caused by the presence of silica, COF, or MOF mate-

rials, spectroscopic approaches to probe protein secondary structures such as the

CD spectroscopy were not successful in assessing the degree of secondary structural

changes during T4L transfer into these channels. Therefore, this situation cannot be

excluded. However, substantial lysozyme activity was observed after the protein

transfer was completed for all three channels (see Supplemental experimental pro-

cedures and Figure S18), suggesting that no major secondary structural changes af-

ter the transfer. In addition, the reusability of the loaded protein (Figure S30; see

‘‘Lysozyme activity assay’’ in Supplemental experimental procedures) indicated

that the protein was able to retain activity to a certain degree upon transfer into

the channels, suggesting that the protein was not seriously damaged during

loading. The activity test also indicates that the protein damage upon light irradia-

tion under daylight is negligible. Meanwhile, because CW EPR is sensitive to the

local backbone dynamics, or the contact of the labeled site with the channels, our

data still determine the relative orientation of T4L on each channel at each probed

time point, even if some secondary structural changes occurred during the transfer.

In fact, as introduced above, probing the secondary structural changes during a

transfer is our ongoing research.

The relative orientation of a model protein, T4L, upon being transferred into

nanoscale channels with different surface properties (but a similar diameter) was

investigated using SDSL-EPR. It was first confirmed that the observed EPR data

are originated from protein transfer into the channels of the three compartments

and that the differences in the loading profiles of different labeled protein sites

are caused by different ways that the protein contacts the compartment (protein

orientation). Depending on the driving force of the protein-channel interaction,

the transfer can be viewed as a multi-step process and is dependent on channel

properties. For a charged channel, the strong electrostatic interaction with an oppo-

sitely charged protein yields a three-step transfer process: (1) protein adsorption to

the surface of the channel, (2) protein layers stacking outside of the channel, and (3)

protein entering the channel. For a hydrophobic channel, because the hydrophobic

interaction is not as strong, the stacking step is less dominant, which resulted in a 2-

step transfer process. For a near-neutral channel, a slow loading occurs since diffu-

sion is the primary driving force of loading. Furthermore, based on site-specific

backbone dynamics changes of protein reported by time-resolved EPR, the prefer-

ential regions of protein that contact the channel at varied time points were re-

vealed, leading to protein orientation preference during each step of the transfer.

Thus, dynamic pictured of how T4L is transferred into three representative artificial

channels are depicted.

We do not believe lysozyme passes through any of these channels, although certain

local translational diffusion may be possible. This is based on the fact that even if we

extended the experiment time to 2 weeks, we still did not observe free protein in the

sample. This may be caused by the channel lengths of the three studied materials

and the steric hindrance of protein diffusion within the channels. Because of the

strong protein-channel interactions, to release the loaded proteins, perhaps the

best approach would be to unfold the protein to significantly destroy the protein-

channel interactions. This experiment, however, is beyond the scope of the investi-

gation in this work. Although the proteins did not pass through the channels, our

data will still generate the excitement of developing more sophisticated channels

that can better mimic the cellular channels. Toward this goal (which is indeed our

ongoing research), we believe that shorter channels close in lengths to the native

pores are needed in order to allow proteins to pass through. Furthermore, the
14 Cell Reports Physical Science 2, 100576, September 22, 2021
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channel properties need to be tuned to be closer to the native channels in terms of

size, shape, and hydrophobicity; it will also be useful to align the direction of chan-

nels. Last, although challenging, certain functional groups could be included to

mimic the selection of native channels against certain proteins. There is clearly a

long way to go, so that near-native channels can be developed and channel-based

protein translocation processes can be studied in a cell-free platform, which will

simplify and speed up the investigation compared with direct in-cell studies.

Our work represents a comprehensive experimental elucidation of protein orienta-

tion changes upon transfer into confined, nanoscale, channel-like spaces with

different surface properties, which had bridged a long-lasting knowledge gap on

protein translocation. The results provide insights into the mechanism of loading

proteins into nanoscale compartments, elucidating the translocation or delivery of

proteins through cellular protein-conducting channels. Our study is also meaningful

for the rational design of synthetic materials as better hosts of enzyme, which im-

proves biocatalysis, and better mimics of the cellular channels so that protein trans-

location that occurs in the complex cellular environment can be studied in a cell-free

platform. The spectroscopic method presented here is applicable to probing the

mechanism of protein transfer into other cellular confined spaces such as pockets,

cages, and even unstructured shapes, which will broadly impact many essential

life processes involving protein translocation.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Resource availability

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be ful-

filled by the lead contact, Shengqian Ma (shengqian.ma@unt.edu).

Materials availability

All materials generated in this study are available from the lead contact without

restriction.

Data and code availability

The EPR data supporting the current study have not been deposited in a public re-

pository because of the lack of a proper data resource to deposit but are available

from the lead contact on request.
Materials and measurements

All chemicals and biochemical supplies were purchased from commercially resources in

high purity; the involved experiments were carried out without purification. All charac-

terization, including PXRD, gas adsorption isotherms, SEM, infrared (IR) spectra, and
1H NMR spectra of the involvedMOF/COFmaterials, follows the published procedures

using equipment described in our recent work.49 The expression, purification, and spin

labeling of involved lysozyme mutants follow the procedures described in our recent

work.79 For time-resolved EPR measurements, each protein mutant was transferred

into a borosilicate capillary tube (0.70 mm inner diameter [i.d.]/1.00mm outer diameter

[o.d.]; Wilmad Labglass) immediately after mixing the channel materials. Data were ac-

quired at varied timepoints (seemain text) using a Varian E-109 spectrometer equipped

with a cavity resonator. All CWEPR spectra were obtainedwith an observe power of 200

mW, amodulation frequency of 100 kHz, and amodulation amplitude of 1.0G. See Sup-

plemental experimental procedures for full details of synthesis, characterization, and

analysis of all materials.
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.xcrp.

2021.100576.
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